Navigation Sub-Committee: Rule changes Sept 2013
Appendix 33 – Standard Regulations for Navigation Trials
Art 3.3: now reads:
A minimum additional time allowance of 10 minutes, in addition to the 50 kph average, must be
given between the first Control and the immediately following Time Point or Control and
between the penultimate Control and the final Control.
Art 3.12: now reads:
The start and finish of unmarked roads, which are part of the Trial route, and roads shown on
the map which indicate the shortest route but which are in fact non goers must be listed on the
preliminary Route Card. The only exception to this is where unmarked roads are used as part
of a tulip diagram. The direction of travel at any change of direction/junction where the
intended route is unclear on an unmarked road must be indicated to competitors by ball and
arrow tulip diagram(s) with distance(s) from start of unmarked road given for each such
location. Arrows may also be used, but not instead of the tulip diagram. Where an arrow
is used, it must be placed on the approach to the change of direction/junction, and immediately
before the change of direction/junction. The intended route across open ground must be
clearly arrowed.
Art 8.1: now reads:
Timing will be by Marshals' watches which must be capable of displaying seconds. Mobile
Phone “clocks” can “auto-correct” without notice, and should not be used. All due times
for competitors at Controls and Time Points will be indicated on the Time Cards. In all cases
except during (but not start and finish of) Speed Regulation Sections and Regularity Sections,
timing will be to the last elapsed minute. "Timing on sight" is only permitted for Speed
Regulation Sections and Regularity Sections (Retros).
Art 10.2: now reads:
Time cards must be issued not later than with the main route card. The onus is on the
competitor to ensure that each time card is fully completed by the marshal, including a
Marshal’s Signature or Initialling in all cases and that all entries on the card are legible and
authentic. Non-compliance may result in penalties (eg. for failing to visit a designated point). In
particular, competitors will be deemed not to have visited any location for which there is
no corresponding marshal’s signature or initials on the Time Card. Clubs must issue
clarification with final instructions as to whether time cards or marshals’ sheets will take
precedence in the event of a dispute. Where no clarification is issued, competitors’ time cards
will take precedence (except for instances where it is not possible for a judge of fact to record
an infringement on the competitor’s card, e.g. out of bounds, wrong departure, double visit
etc.).
Art 18.1: now reads:
Speed Regulation Sections (SRS) will be set at 48.28 kph (30 mph) (0.5 mile/minute) unless
otherwise specifically stated. They will be no more than 32km (20 Miles) and no less than
10 km (6.21 miles) in length. The Clerk of the Course is required to include at least two Speed
Regulation Sections in the route for events greater than 85 miles in length and at least one
SRS for event of shorter length. SRSs will be located on tarmac roads and will include the
most PR sensitive sections of the route. National Primary roads must not be used for SRS.

Art 18.9: now reads:
Deleted – See 10.2 & 10.3
Art 21.2.1: now reads:
Early arrival at a Control/Time Point (excluding Start Control, first Time Point after Start
Control, first control/timepoint after mid-point halt, Intermediate time checks, the Time Point at
the end of any Speed Regulation Section and the time point at the end of TRS and the final
Control) - each offence – 50 marks
Art 21.2.5: now reads:
At subsequent time points where competitors arrive before their original due time (after 21.2.4.)
without exceeding the 50 kph average: each offence: per minute early - 2 marks.

Appendix 34 – MI Navigation Trial National Championship 2013/14
Art 2.2: now reads:
The events which qualify for the Championship are as follows:
2/3 November
Cork Startrek
9/10 November
Monaghan Drumlin
23/24 November
Midland
30 November/1 Dec Skibbereen Carbery (Reserve Event)
* January
Cork 1000 Shakes
* February
Skibbereen 100 Isles
* February
Midland
* March
Cavan
* March
Monaghan
* 2014 dates to be confirmed when finalised.
Art 2.3: now reads:
Should an event be cancelled or excluded for any reason and the reserve event is not run, or
if the cancellation or exclusion of one of the events is announced after 15 November
2013, the number of events to count towards each competitor’s final score will be reduced by
one.
Art 4.3: now reads:
A competitor winning an event outright (i.e. where no other competitor on same penalties)
will be awarded one extra point.
Art 6.4: NOVICE - now reads:
Any competitor, other than a Beginner, who has not navigated before 01.09.09 plus any
competitor who has not been promoted.
Art 7.2: now reads:
The resolution of ties in an individual event for the purpose of allocating championship points
will be decided on the following principles:

7.2.1 The lesser experienced crew (beginner beats novice beats semi-expert beats
expert).
7.2.2 Furthest cleanest.
Art 11: now reads:
Anyone seeking further information about the Championship should contact:
Chairman of the Navigation Sub-Committee:
Nial Murphy,
e-mail: nialmurphy@eircom.net
086-2560273 (text preferable)

Appendix 35 – Standard Regulations for Endurance Trials
Art 3.6: now reads:
Competitors recording a time greater than the maximum time will be given the maximum
penalty in seconds for that Selective, i.e. the difference between the target time and the
maximum time. The maximum time will be based on an average speed of not more than 30
kph.
Art 28: now reads:
INFORMATION: Anyone seeking further information about Endurance Trials should contact:
Chairman of the Navigation Sub-Committee:
Nial Murphy,
e-mail: nialmurphy@eircom.net
086-2560273 (text preferable)

